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2 Introduction

As Web applications increasingly require integration with a variety of distributed Web resources, the need for a robust approach to managing the identity of users across organizational boundaries has emerged. The issue of centralized Identity and Access control Management (IAM) is particularly important for enabling these applications to work seamlessly, and MedBiquitous members have expressed an interest in developing a common approach to this problem. For example, when a clinician moves from a professional association Web site to the association’s journal web site, there is often a need to log in with a different user ID and password. For readers, this is at least a nuisance and potentially a barrier to important information. To articulate the need for identity management, the MedBiquitous Technical Steering Committee (TSC), identified a set of real world use cases and put together suggested solutions with commercial and Open Source software to address identity management issues for organizations. The TSC has identified the Open Authorization (OAUTH) protocol, Open ID Connect and Security Assertions Markup Language (SAML) as useful building-block technologies for addressing identity management requirements. Outlined in this document are high-level guidelines for MedBiquitous members and other interested parties on how to use SAML/OAuth/OpenID to implement IAM.

2.1 Key Definitions

A common understanding of certain security-related terms is essential.

- **Identification** refers to the process of determining who someone (a user or computer, often called a subject) actually is.
- **Authentication** refers to the process of an individual proving that he or she is someone who has already had their identity established. Typically, authentication involves something that the user knows (a password or PIN), has (a token or key), or is (a biometric).
- **Authorization** is the process of establishing what an authenticated subject can be allowed to do or access.
- **Attribute** identifies certain properties of a subject.
- **Identity and Access Management** (IAM) is a collection of policies, processes and technologies for establishing and managing user identities and resource access control.
- **Federated Identity Management** allows identity information to be ported across independent security domains.
- **Single Sign-On** (SSO) allows a user to log in once with a recognized security authority and use the returned login credentials to access multiple resources.
- **Assertions** are statements about the authentication status (authentication assertion) or authorization status (authorization assertion) or attributes (attribute assertion) of a subject or end user.
- **Resource Server** or **Service Provider** provides access to resources that clients are trying to access information on or services to the client.
- **Identity Provider** or **Authorization Server** owns the user identities and provides identity management functions including authentication, authorization and access control.
• **Resource Owner (or) End User** is the user or customer of the Client applications and who owns the resources stored on the Resource Server.

• **Client** is the applications used by an end user to interact with Resource Server. This includes web, desktop, mobile applications.

• **User Agent** is an application through which end user access the Client applications like Web Browser.

• **Native applications** are clients installed and executed on the device used by the resource owner like desktop application, native mobile application. There is no User Agent between Client and Resource Owner.

• **Authorization Grant** are credentials representing the resource owner's authorization (to access its protected resources) used by the Client to obtain an access token. Some grant types are Authorization Code, credentials, and client credentials.

• **Access Token** are credentials used to access protected resources. They include scopes, durations of access granted by the resource owner to the client.

• **Refresh Token** are credentials issued by Authorization Server to Client and used to obtain new Access Token when existing Access Token expires or when new Access tokens are required with different scope.

### 2.2 Why Federated Identity Management and Federated SSO

Over the past decade, we have seen dramatic changes in application landscape that resulted in different types of software applications (mobile, cloud Software as a Service (SaaS), Smart Client, Single Page Apps (SPA) and Internet of Things (IoT)). These software applications are accessed by subjects from variety of client devices including computers, laptops, netbooks and smartphones. The need for enterprises and businesses to provide a Single Sign-On (SSO) solution has greatly increased to provide end users with better usability, seamless transition between applications without re-authentication, efficient authentication processes and opportunity. Need for enterprises to support Federated SSO is also increasing to take advantage of Federated SSO solutions from identity providers like (Google, Microsoft, Salesforce and Facebook) as it will also reduce risk of enterprises from theft of identity information and reduce effort on identity information management.

As software industry moves towards cloud, the need for Federated SSO solution that works for both Enterprise deployed applications and cloud deployed applications or a combination of both becomes very important for business agility. To that end, many cloud providers have offerings for SSO solutions that provide enterprise applications an integrated identity security mechanism.

Typical federated identity management provides a centralized control to all applications and resource access from subjects using different client devices.
2.3 Cloud-based Offerings for SSO:
The TSC does not advocate any particular security solution, but list the following, and others in subsequent sections, as reasonable candidates for members to investigate.

- Ping Identity
- OneLogin
- SalesForce
- Apigee
- Microsoft Azure Active Directory
- Google Identity Platform
- Amazon AWS Directory Service
- Okta
- Symplified
3 Security Protocols and Standards
In this section, a few of the selected industry standard security protocols are discussed.

3.1 SAML2 Protocol
SAML2 provides a Web Browser SSO Profile of SAML2 which provides two bindings to handle the SSO. The HTTP POST Binding uses HTTP POST to send SAML token back to the Service/Resource Provider from Authorization Server (Identity Provider). The HTTP Redirect binding uses URL query string. SAML2 uses security tokens described in XML format for making assertions about the authenticated user.

3.1.1 Flow Diagram for Applications

3.1.2 Advantages and Limitations

1. HTTP Redirect may not be sufficient for bigger message assertions
2. SAML’s HTTP POST Binding may not work well for native mobile applications
3. SAML works better for two-factor authentication use cases

3.1.3 Implementations
- Ping Identity
- Microsoft’s Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS)
- SalesForce
- Apigee
• IBM Tivoli Access Manager
• Internet2 Shibboleth
• JBoss Federated SSO
• JOSSO
• Internet2 OpenSAML
• Entrust GetAccess
• Netegrity SiteMinder
• Oblix Netpoint
• RSA Security ClearTrust
• SunONE Identity Server
• Google Identity Platform
• AWS Directory Service

3.2 OAuth 2.0 Protocol

OAuth 2.0 is primarily an Authorization framework used to provide Resource access to Clients on behalf of Resource Owners. An Authorization Server is responsible for authenticating Resource Owners and authorizing resource access to Clients while the Resource Server is responsible for providing resources to Clients. The framework provides a process for end users to authorize third-party access to their resources without sharing their credentials using user-agent redirections. OAuth 2.0 define in RFC 6749 is a replacement of OAuth1.0 protocol and it is backward compatible with OAuth 1.0. The OAuth 2.0 framework is used for delegated user authorization and for building SSO solutions (through Open ID Connect protocol) for Enterprises. Security Access Tokens are used to provide Authentication and they can optionally have scopes that help define the access-level to Clients and/or EndUser on the Authorization server.

Clients go through a registration process with Authorization Server through a separate process. There are two types of Clients:

• Confidential Clients: Applications that can hold the state in a secure manner like Web Servers and use User-Agents (typically Web Browsers) for User Interface.
• Public Clients: They are primarily user-agent based applications like Single Page Apps, Silverlight, flash applications, Native mobile Applications

The framework provides options for four types of authorization grants:

1. Authorization code: This grant type is primarily used compared to other grant types. It is used for Confidential Clients to obtain both Access tokens and Refresh tokens. To use this grant type, Clients need the ability to work with User-Agents (typically Web Browsers) and have the ability to receive callbacks. An Authorization Code represents the intermediate result of a successful Resource Owner/end-user Authorization process and is used by the Client to obtain Access/Refresh tokens. Authorization Codes are issued instead of tokens to the Clients as the code goes through an URL redirection involving the User-Agent.
2. **Implicit Grant**: The implicit grant type is used for Public Clients to obtain access tokens and is optimized for public clients known to operate a pre-registered redirection URI. This grant type does not support refresh tokens.

3. **Resource Owner Password Credentials Grant**: In this mode, the Client sends the Resource Owner’s credentials (Username/Password) to the Authorization Server and is suitable for Clients (like device operating system) that are trusted by the Resource Owner. This is suggested to be used only when other grant types are not viable.

4. **Client Credentials Grant**: In this mode, the Client requests an access token using only its credentials when requesting access to protected resources under its control, or those of another resource owner that have been previously arranged with the authorization server.

### 3.2.1 Flow diagram using OAuth 2.0 Authorization Code grant type

![OAuth 2.0 flow - Authorization Code grant type](image)

### 3.2.2 Advantages and Limitations
- Requires using SSL/TLS for all connections.
- Provides ability to expose REST based Web APIs to Clients by Resource/Service Providers.
• Provides support for delegated User Authentication and as a base framework for Single Sign-On Solutions through Open-ID Connect.

3.2.3 Implementations
• Thinktecture Identity Server
• Apigee
• Ping Identity
• Microsoft’s Azure Active Directory (Azure AD)
• SalesForce
• Google Identity Platform
• AWS Directory Service

3.3 OpenID Connect (OIDC)
OpenID Connect (OIDC) is an authentication layer built on top of OAuth 2.0 using TLS/SSL protocols. It is used by Clients/Relying Parties to authenticate end users by an Authorization Server or OpenID provider. In addition to authentication, Clients can obtain basic profile information in an interoperable and REST-based manner. OIDC internally uses JSON-based message flows with JSON Web Tokens (JWT) for digitally signatures. JWT is a compact, URL-safe means of representing end user claims to be transferred between two parties.

The framework provides options for three types of authentication flows:

1. Authorization code flow: This flow is used to obtain the Authorization Code that can be exchanged for access tokens and ID token. This is suitable for Clients that can maintain a client secret between themselves and the Authorization Server.

2. Implicit flow: The implicit flow is used for Clients, implemented in for a browser (User-Agent) written in JavaScript (like AngularJS), to obtain access tokens and ID tokens directly from the Authorization Server.

3. Hybrid flow: In this mode, some tokens are returned from the Authorization endpoint and some from the Token endpoint.

OpenID Connect is used for:

1. Federation of authentication for Enterprise applications to a centralized Identity Provider.


3. Ability for an Enterprise to use third-party Identity Providers for Identity management that will help to:
   a. Reduce risk for Enterprises from loss of Identity Information from data breaches
   b. Use existing accounts of End users with the third-party vendors
c. Reduce costs and efforts of investing in Identity Management infrastructure.
d. Easily incorporate third-party SaaS applications into authenticated Enterprise applications for its end users
e. Allow enterprise applications to focus on functionality and avoid baking identity management into applications.
f. Limit changes to enterprise applications as new advanced Authentication methods (like two-factor authentication) are developed.

3.3.1 Flow diagram for Open ID Connect

3.3.2 Advantages and Limitations
- Requires using SSL for all connections.
- Supports Browser based native apps and mobile applications for SSO solutions
- Used to expose REST based protected Web APIs to Clients by Resource and Service Providers.

3.3.3 Implementations
- Thinktecture Identity Server
- Apache mod_auth_openidc
- Google OAuth Client Library
- Openid-connect
Use cases

4.1 IAM for Enterprise level applications

4.1.1 Scenario
A Medical organization with physicians as users developed a Web Portal and a number of Web applications that are used for completion of certification activities as part of a Maintenance of Certification program or for Continuing Education. All the Web applications require user authentication for access. The organization wants users to log into the Web Portal and use it as an entry point to direct users to its other applications without the need for user to re-login into each of the applications.

4.1.2 Recommendations
a. The organization needs to adopt a centralized Identity management solution either self-hosted or through the use an off-site third-party Identity provider.

b. Enterprise Web Applications will not handle authentication at the application level explicitly but trust the Enterprise Identity provider issued security tokens/assertions/claims of the user to provide access.

c. The organization should not try to implement security protocols like OpenID Connect, OAuth2 or SAML2 on their own for a number of reasons: Effort, Efficiency, Accuracy, Maintenance and avoiding potential security breaches.

d. For self-hosting SSO Identity Providers
   - The organization can choose a commercial or open-source product for their SSO solution. Although both OpenID Connect and SAML2.0 can be used to provide SSO solution, our recommendation is to use OpenID Connect (built on top of OAuth2.0 framework).
   - This option allows organization to register their Applications with their own Identity provider.
   - User authentication/authorization is managed by a single Identity provider for the Enterprise.

e. For third-party hosted Identity Providers
   - The organization will not have any Identity information in their control.
   - The organization should prefer to choose cloud based SaaS Identity Providers for maximum flexibility and extensibility.
   - Choosing this option will relieve the organization from IAM data concerns.
This choice will allow the organization to enhance support for multiple third-party Identity Providers and in this case, the user will be provided with an option to choose one of the Identity Providers for authentication.

- Web applications are set to trust credentials from the configured Identity Provider(s).
- Our recommendation is to use OpenID Connect for an organization to federate Identity management.

f. If the organization, as part of its portfolio of applications, develops native Mobile applications and/or browser based Single Page Apps (SPA)
   - The organization should choose Identity providers that implements OpenID Connect as the Mobile/ SPA applications will not be able to leverage SAML2.
   - The organization can take advantage of existing OpenID Connect client libraries available for use in native Mobile or SPA applications.

4.1.3 End-User interaction diagram

High level user interaction flow diagram of the recommended solution is shown below

4.2 IAM for applications between Enterprises

4.2.1 Scenario

A medical organization A developed a Web Portal and number of Web applications for their customer base of Physicians for completion of certification activities as part of Maintenance of Certification program. Another organization B developed a certification activity hosted as a web application C. Organization A has an agreement with Organization B to allow their physicians to complete the activity using Web Application C and get credit. Organization A wants their users to access Organization B’s activity using the same login as they use for the applications of Organization A.

4.2.2 Recommendations

a. Organizations A and B need to provide support for Federated SSO with a trust relationship as each organization maintains their user’s identity information in their respective Identity providers.
b. High level flow:
   - Users of Organization A will be redirected to their regular authentication page when they access Web Application C of Organization B.
   - Once the user is logged in, the user’s identity information flows to Organization B’s Identity Provider which verifies that the user claims are from Identity provider of Organization A and following that will translate the user claims that are expected by application C.
   - Application C verifies the user’s claims and grants access to the application based on the provided claims.
   - Authenticated Organization A users will be able to access the Web application of Organization B seamlessly.

c. Our recommendation is to use OpenID Connect (OIDC) for Federated SSO to support in this scenario.

d. Organizations A and B can choose a commercial or open-source product for their Federated SSO solution that implement one of OpenID Connect or OAuth2 or SAML2 if trust can be established between the Identity Providers of organizations A and B.

4.2.3 End-User interaction diagram

High level user interaction flow diagram of the recommended solution is shown below
4.3 IAM for Enterprise resource access provided through Web API

4.3.1 Basic Scenario
A Medical organization is the primary source of reference data for information such as Medical Schools or Residency Programs and wants to expose this data to allow third-party applications to consume the reference data.

4.3.2 Basic Scenario Recommendation
a. Organization needs to develop a WebAPI with appropriate end-points to provide the reference information in its entirety or by business key with additional support for filters
b. The WebAPI needs to be hosted using transport level security (SSL/TLS) to provide data privacy, integrity and non-repudiation.
c. The MedBiquitous API architecture should be followed for the design of the services.

4.3.3 Application flow diagram
High level application flow diagram of the recommended solution is shown below

4.3.4 Extended Scenario – User Delegation
A Medical organization with physicians as users develop a Web Portal and number of Web applications that are used for completion of certification activities as part of a Maintenance of Certification program or for Continuing Education. The organization wants to allow third-party applications to consume a physician’s Certification Verification and Certification History data upon End-User consent.

4.3.5 Extended Scenario Recommendation
a. Organization needs to adopt a centralized Identity Management solution as described in 4.1. However, the Identity Provider needs to support OAuth2 workflow to handle authentication and authorization grants.
b. The organization creates a Web API to expose the user’s data to the third-party applications for consumption.
c. The WebAPI requires authentication of the organization’s user and authorization from the user.
d. Access to user’s data is provided to the third-party application based on user consent.
e. The WebAPI will not handle authentication at the application level but trust the organization’s Identity Provider-issued security claims.
f. Third-party applications follow the OAuth2.0 Authorization workflow where the User is authenticated by the organization’s Identity Provider and then presented with a request for consent to authorize the third-party application to access the user’s data.

g. This option will allow organizations to grant access to their user’s data to any third-party applications that support the OAuth2.0.

h. If the organization chooses third-party hosted Identity Providers or cloud based SaaS identity Providers, it will provide maximum flexibility for integration with third-party applications.

i. The MedBiquitous API architecture should be followed for the design of the services.

4.3.6 Extended scenario End-User interaction diagram

High level user interaction flow diagram of the recommended solution is shown below

4.4 IAM for integrating third-party applications with Enterprise applications

4.4.1 Scenario

A Medical organization with physicians as users developed a Web Portal and number of web applications that are used for completion of certification activities as part of Maintenance of Certification program or for Continuing Education. The organization wants to enhance its portfolio of applications available to the user to meet their requirements by approving third-party applications. The organization wants their users to seamlessly access third-party applications once they are authenticated in the organization’s Web Portal without the need to re-login.
4.4.2 Recommendation

a. The organization needs to adopt a centralized Identity management solution as described in 4.1.
b. Third-party applications require Authentication but they do not implement the authentication process and instead rely on the organization’s Identity Provider(s) for authentication.
c. If the third-party applications approved by the organization as part of its portfolio of applications develops native Mobile applications and/or browser based Single Page Apps (SPA).
   • The organization must choose Identity providers that implement OpenID Connect protocol.
   • The organization can take advantage of existing OpenID Connect client libraries available for use in the native Mobile or SPA applications

4.4.3 End-User interaction flow diagram

High level user interaction flow diagram of the recommended solution is shown below

5 Industry Traction and future direction

The need for enterprises and businesses to provide a Single Sign-On (SSO) solution to allow a single login from a user to grant access to all their applications has increased in the last decade. With the digital revolution and connectivity, there is a greater need for organizations to support a Federated SSO that enables smooth integration with external partners and to incorporate third-party and/or commercial products into their application portfolio. Organizations have valid business cases to
expose data through WebAPI’s to external partners and third-party applications with Federated SSO playing a pivotal role in addressing the security aspect of this objective. Open ID Connect protocol is gaining greater momentum for providing SSO and Federated SSO solutions. OAuth2.0 protocol is gaining momentum to support delegated user authorization use cases for Enterprises. SAML2.0 protocol released initially in 2005, while more powerful but is not focused on non-browser based applications and browser based Single Page Apps that are getting more prevalent in industry. To circumvent these limitations of SAML2.0, some cloud providers are incorporating SAML2.0 as part of OAuth2.0 workflow for performing authentication. SAML2.0 does not have same traction and adoption rate as OAuth2.0 and Open ID Connect. As organizations realize the effort needed to keep up with identity information security threats, they may gravitate towards replacing their internal Identity Providers with cloud based external Identity Providers to completely out-source identity management.
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